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                Canadian True Crime is a completely independent podcast, written audio presentation involving Canadian crimes. Facts presented here originate from reliable sources such as court documents, sources from public domains, new…
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                            Stoner Mysteries are crime stories that are set in a smoke-infused world. In these stories, detectives or private investigators must use their knowledge of the smoking industry to solve puzzles…
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                            Dead in the Water by Ted Wood (1983): Ted Wood has been suggested severally and is currently on the Linwood Barclays list. Rogue cop Reid Bennett participated in chasing drug…
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                            Canadian authors’ have greatly contributed to global crime fiction. Here are the ten latest crime fiction novels; Garcia’s Heart: Patrick Lazarenko make a trip to The   Hague to witness…
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                            The Creep by Michael LaPointe The Creep reveals a continuously unstable 21st century, investigating how self-empowerment, deceitfulness, and confidence built up lies and led to extensive violence against the public…
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First off, is pepper spray legal in Canada? The short answer is: No. The sight of murder cases splashed on national papers drives the desire to acquire self-defence tools. In a world where personal safety is paramount, the question of arming oneself for self-defence often comes to the forefront. Pepper spray, a compact and seemingly effective tool, has emerged as a subject of intense debate within the Canadian legal framework....
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Taking the advice “if you can’t beat them, join them,” the British Columbia province of Canada recently decriminalized some hard drugs TEMPORARILY. Following Canada’s federal minister of Mental Health authorization, possessing some illicit drugs is legal from Jan 31, 2023 – Jan 31, 2026.

Such news often invokes several legal questions regarding drug use in Canada. Struggling with confusion, you...
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Stoner Mysteries are crime stories that are set in a smoke-infused world. In these stories, detectives or private investigators must use their knowledge of the smoking industry to solve puzzles and identify criminals. So just sit back, relax, choose a suitable vape flavor and enjoy a smokey mystery.

Some of the best stoner mysteries include:

1. Easy Rider

Easy Rider talks about two friends who smuggle drug money through their motorcycle engines as they ride across the country. This classic counters the culture ...
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The QUEBEC, Canada Law enforcement officials have recently held a bizarre discovery as they checked out a car at the US-Canada border. In the report by the Toronto Sun, a lady and her son were seen driving back to Quebec from Florida with her dead husband in the car.

The explanation they provided to the law enforcers was that the husband was already around eighty years old. They explained that he had died of health problems, which resulted in a heart attack while on their vacation.

The lady was questioned why she ...
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Robert Pickton: Robert Pickton was a renowned multi-millionaire pig farmer in Port Coquitlam. From the Serial killer shop reports, he accommodated raves in a slaughterhouse with thousands of guests in attendance and high numbers of Hell’s Angels and prostitutes. Pickton was later arrested for murder charges while hiding other 49 cases. During his arrest, the cops discovered dozens of women’s remains, with some of the victims feeding his pigs.

Clifford Olson Jr.:...
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